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Abstract. The newly developed photothermal detection technique of
rate-window infrared radiometry is applied to the measurement of the
metastable state deexcitation parameters of a ruby laser rod. The technique employs a square laser pulse and monitors the infrared photo-

thermal radiometric response of the sample. By applying the photothermal lock-in rate-window concept, the radiative lifetime and quantum

efficiency of Cr:Al2O3 are measured with optimal SNR and simple,
unambiguous interpretation from the extremum in the lock-in analyzer
in-phase rate-window signal. This technique simplifies significantly the
experimental methodology; optimizes the photothermal SNR, which is
inherently low in conventional frequency or time-domain photothermal
measurements; and offers extended measurement dynamic range for
both radiative quantum efficiency and lifetime in laser materials, as compared to frequency-scanned harmonic detection. Therefore, rate-window
infrared photothermal radiometry may prove a valuable tool for the combined measurement of metastable lifetime and nonradiative energy conversion efficiency in laser materials with fast deexcitation rates.
Subject terms: laser materials; rate-window photothermal detection; metastable
lifetimes; radiometry; quantum efficiency.
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1 Introduction
Photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) was utilized early in the

study of nonradiative processes in luminescent systems exhibiting metastable excited-state structure."2 The advantage
of this technique over purely optical methods is its ability to
measure the absolute nonradiative quantum efficiency flNR
This, in turn, can be readily used to determine the absolute
radiative quantum efficiency lR = 1 — 1NR without recourse
to complicated and often inaccurate absolute detector calibration procedures, such as the integrating sphere method,
or knowledge of absolute ion concentrations in the case of
solid state laser media.3 This important feature of PAS was
exploited by Murphy and Aamodt4 in interpreting the observed concentration-dependent metastable level-quenching
rates in ruby. Other authors have also applied PAS to the
study of luminescence quantum efficiencies of laser-type solids5'6 and liquids.7 At the same time, the ability of PAS to
yield measurements of metastable lifetimes in laser materials
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has been demonstrated, essentially independently from the

quantum efficiency measurements.'8 These measurements
were spectroscopic and, as a rule, difficult to interpret.
Quimby and Yen9 have developed a working photoacoustic technique to determine lR in solid state laser materials, which depends on the measurement of the PAS phase.
This technique can, in principle, estimate both the quantum
efficiency lR and the metastable lifetime T. In addition to
ruby, it has been used successfully with alexandrite.1° In
practice, however, there are several disadvantages: to elimmate the effects of both PAS saturation (i.e., the often nonlinear signal frequency response dependence on the optical
absorption coefficient of the material), two optical excitation
wavelengths are required with (ideally) equal absorption
coefficients. This can be attained only if, by coincidence, the
available laser source can operate at two separate lines at
which the sample exhibits nearly equal absorption coefficients, as is the case of ruby and the krypton laser; the latter
emits at 407 and 568 nm, for which lines the absorption

coefficients 13 are nearly equal in E±c polarization9
(1341 cm 1, z3 = 1.2 cm 1) A less accidental but more

labor- and instrumentation-intensive method is to adjust the
polarization of the laser beam by rotation with respect to the

c

axis

of the crystalt° so that the absorptions at the two
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operating lines become nearly equal. Under these nearly ideal
conditions, and assuming one-dimensional PAS response, the
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PAS phase difference between the two signals at the two
exciting wavelengths is a rather simple function of 1NR and
T, which yields these two parameters through the best fit of
the theory to the data. This method, albeit very important as
the simplest and most straightforward measurement technique of lNR (and consequently 1R) to date, unfortunately,

does not guarantee the uniqueness of the two-parameter

('riR,T) fit. In addition, it is experimentally awkward and time
consuming because it requires the aforementioned 3 adjustment, coupled with two sets of frequency measurements, one
at each excitation wavelength. Most importantly, (1) the required signal phase difference recording at each modulation
frequency appears to produce significant scatter to the data,
which compromises the measurement accuracy in an already
low SNR situation, such as is the case with high-quality laser
materials (INR<O. 1), and (2) photoacoustic (PA) detection

is intrinsically severely limited to low-frequency measurements by the significant roll-off of the microphone transfer
1 This important drawback limits the acceptable
SNR to a range of lifetimes of several hundred microseconds,
at best. Ruby [T2.7 ms (Ref. 9)] and alexandrite [T = 26Ois

I

q

E21
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level system, such as ruby (Cr : A1203).

2 Time-Resolved PTR of Laser Materials
For a solid state laser medium exhibiting three-level dynamic
behavior, such as Cr3 : Al203, Fig. 1, under the time-gated

square-pulse excitation of a rate-window type of experiment,17 the rate equation for level 2) is given by

d
ut

N2(t)

study of other laser materials with short metastable level
lifetimes.

(1)

—N2(t)=N1W(t)---——-——— ,

21

T21

meaningful values of the desired parameters ('riR and T).
In this paper, the infrared photothermalrate-window methodology recently developed in our laboratory'7 is applied for
the first time to the study ofthe metastable state decay kinetics
of a ruby rod and is shown to be a very promising alternative
to the frequency-domain PTR as a viable candidate for the

N1

Fig. 1 Simplified electronic energy kinetics diagram from a three-

constants. A case in point is the highly promising Ti3 : Al203

for Ti3 : Al203 (Ref. 15) with an SNR too low to derive

I
V
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where

be able to access modulation frequencies of the order of the
inverse lifetime to obtain both 1NR and T information.
In a recent publication,13 we sought to eliminate the deficiencies of the technique presented by Quimby and Yen.9
For the first time, we demonstrated the suitability of infrared
photothermal radiometry14 (PTR) to the determination of
and 'r in alaser material(ruby). We further developed a simple
analytical technique based on extrema in the PTR phase and
amplitude slope, to obtain unambiguous qR and T information
from both amplitude and phase ofthe signal. We thus showed
that these quantities can be determined self-consistently and
uniquely from a single laser beam modulation frequency scan
at one (arbitrary) excitation laser line, provided the photon
energy can populate the metastable level. A severe problem
associated with frequency-domain PTR of laser materials
with short metastable level lifetimes (of the order of several
microseconds, such as Ti3 : sapphire rods) was subsequently
discovered15: at the high modulation frequencies (greater than
100 kHz) required to access the rates of delayed heating of
these materials following nonradiative decay of the excited
metastable level(s), the PTR signal magnitudes are very low
because of the f dependence of the lock-in amplifiermeasured amplitude predicted for nonopaque Al203-based
solid state laser materials13'16 and observed in our experiments.13 As a result, the expected extrema in the PTR amplitude and phase occur in the neighborhood off= 100 kHz

N2(t; r21)

:

(Ref. 10)] are only two of all the interesting and important
laser materials with (usually) much shorter relaxation time

crystal [T3.3 is at T= 300 K (Ref. 12)]. It is necessary to

Fast
Decay

W(t)

(2)

WR+WNR

with WR and WNR being the probabilities for radiative and
nonradiative decay, respectively. In Eq. (1) it is assumed that
N1 is constant,9 a condition valid for sufficiently weak pump-

ing of the ground state 1), which is also always heavily
populated in a three-level laser medium. The pumping rate
W(t) to level 3) is given by

1w0
W(t)=
P
p

t<TP

(3)

t>T

where 'r is the square laser pulse duration. The solution to
rate Eq. (1) under the initial condition N2(t = 0) = 0 is
N2(t;T21) =

N1

1- 1—exp(—t/T21),
WPOT2lllexp(Tp/T2l) — 1] exp( — t/T21) ,

t

tT

T.

(4)

As the result of the nonradiative decays in the optical
medium, which include the relatively slow 2)—>fl) decay
preceded by the fast nonradiative 3)—2) transition, the thermal power density in J/cm3s released in the laser material is

A(t)=N1E32W(t)+ (-)E2iN2(t;T2i) ,

(5)

where

1NR11R
T21

WNR

TNR WR + WNR

.

(6)

The increase in the surface temperature of the laser medium
can be monitored using infrared photothermal radiometric
OPTICAL ENGINEERING / September 1993 / Vol. 32 No. 9/2047
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where

hv

(g)

(s)

as(s)(s/as)V2

(g)

L

0

r31

.
(s)—
as(s)

(12)

For PTR detection at early times following the optical
pulse, such that t<<TL(aSL2) ', the material is thermally
semi-infinite, i.e.,

Fig. 2 Schematic of one-dimensional geometry for back-scattered
infrared photothermal radiometry of a three-level solid-state laser
material; (g): gas (air) layer and (s): solid layer of thickness L and

exp(—aL)O .

(13)

Under this condition, Eq. (1 1) becomes

optical absorption coefficient 331(X).

detection. For this purpose, three coupled heat diffusion equations can be set up corresponding to the experimental geometry of Fig. 2:

I

0Tg(X,t)

32Tg(X,t)

at

ctg

_i_ aT(x,t)
at

a

0,

a2T(x,t) A(t)

a

k

—

0 x L , (7b)

ficient of the optical medium (s) at the excitation wavelength

and is proportional to the population of level 1):
(8)

131O) =N1(W0E31/I0) ,

where I in watts per centimeters squared is the incident laser

intensity. Equations (7a) and (7b) can be Laplace
transformed18 using

fe_stA(t)

[1 —exp(—sT)]

(7a)

where ct is the thermal diffusivity of the j'th layer, k is the
solid thermal conductivity, and 1331(X) is the absorption coef-

A(s) =

lOP3 1aSRT13

x {(1 + Q)[S(Sv2

xO and xL ,
exp( — 1x) ,

T(x O;s) =

dt = I031R[1 — exp( — STE)]

Q

1

[s1/2(s

+T)

1

(s'/2 +

l/2)(s +

1)] }
(14)

where

13ias) '

(15)

is a thermal transit time from a depth in the absorbing solid
equal to the optical absorption length19 1/331. Table 1 shows
inverse Laplace transforms useful in obtaining the transient
thermal pulse description T(O;t). For the particular case of
a ruby crystal, it was found that 33(514.5 nm) = 0.325 cm
at the 5 14.5-nm line of the Ar laser.'3 Furthermore, using
the value of thermal diffusivity a = 0. 13 cm2/s (Ref. 20) in

Eq. (15) yields T72.8 s>>s 1t, i.e., T /2 can be set

0

equal to zero in Eq. (14) for the observation times of exper-

Fi

i

imental interest in this work (t5 ms). As a result of this
1

I
xI-+Q(-s
\S S+T__)]

(9)

,

approximation, Eq. (14) becomes simplified as follows:

L

TS(0)O([1
k ) — exp(

where Eqs. (3) to (5) were used along with

(lOa)

RE32/E31

x

and
(lOb)

Q1NR(E2l/E32) .

Temperature and heat flux continuity at the solid-gas
interfaces'8 yield the Laplace transform of the solid surface

1+Q

[

s2

—

sTy)]

_____
s(s + T ') ]

The time-resolved PTR back-scattered signal is propomonal
to the inverse Laplace transform18'21 of Eq. (16):
SB(t) =

temperature
f(l + Q)(t/T21) — Q[1 — exp( — t/T21)],

T(x = O;s)

( 1+ Q)(h) — Q[exp(TT21) —1] exp( — t/T21),
A(s) exp(—aL)
—

a)[l — exp( — 2asL)][fr31

(16)

tT

t

(17)

—1) exp(aL)

+ (r31 + 1) exp( — aL) — 2r31 exp( — 1331L)]

,

where
(11)
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C= const. X (IoRf331a/k) .

(18)
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Table 1 Laplace transform pairs necessary for the inversion of Eq. (14).
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Computer simulations ofthe exact inverse of T5(O;s),Eq. (14)
(see Table 1), and of the approximate Eq. (17) showed identical time evolution at early times with significant deviations

for t>50 ms.

3 Scanning Photothermal Rate-Window PTR
In terms of physical information content, frequency-domain
and time-domain photothermal methodologies are completely equivalent, in principle. In terms of signal interpretation, the latter technique is considered preferable because
of the inherent ability of transient-response methods to be
interpretable by simple system time-delay constants. Furthermore, the Fourier transform pair relationship existing between time and frequency domains renders impulse-response
photothermal signals (such as those PTR signals produced
by a pulsed laser) vastly advantageous in monitoring fast
events, i.e., with time constants commensurate with the early
decay of the system photothermal response, when signals are
strongest. On the other hand, owing to the small energy content, the frequency-domain photothermal response is weakest
(accompanied by the lowest SNR) at the highest frequencies,
which must be utilized to adequately probe events causing
delays in thermal energy release.'3
Despite the enormous SNR advantage of pulsed-laser photothermal methods, when nonradiative energy release delays
from highly efficient optical materials must be measured, the
coefficient Q, Eq. (lOb), is usually very low (e.g., it is approximately 10% for ruby, because 1NR5 in that matenal9
and E21/E32 = 2.88 for 514.5-nm Ar -ion laser excitation).

+

Therefore, small shifts in signal baseline or even the normal
variance in the value of the photothermal transients instrumentally averaged to achieve an acceptable SNR, may totally
invalidate or grossly distort the value of Q thus measured.
In the case of pulsed PTR, the most serious disadvantage
of wideband pulsed detection of laser materials using conventional HgCdTe (MCT) detectors is the baseline drift inevitably introduced from shot to shot in the measurement as a
result of the passage of the dc level through the associated
preamplifier. To overcome the dc background thermal radiation limitation and improve the time-resolved PTR measurement SNR in the more forgiving case ofnonoptical solids,
Cho and Davis22 normalized their photothermal transients
(256 shots) by subtracting 256 shots of the detector dc background after blocking the incident laser beam.
In this paper, we introduced the recently develope&7 technique of lock-in rate-window PTR to perform accurate measurements of Q (and, therefore, of 1NR) in ruby. The lockin rate-window method has the distinct advantage of combining the superior SNR of a tuned electronic filter (familiar

with frequency domain PTR detection, which efficiently
eliminates the dc level) needed for a sensitive measurement
of very low optical-to-thermal energy conversion coefficients
Q, with the superior signal strength, characteristic of the

early-time PTR response to a pulsed (actually, intensity

' 'time-gated' ' cw) laser.
This optimized signal circumstance can be easily achieved
by acousto-optically generating a repetitive, time-gated, laser
pulse and introducing the (also repetitive) time-resolved PTR
response of the laser material to a lock-in analyzer operating
OPTICAL ENGINEERING I September 1993 I Vol. 32 No. 9 I 2049
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at the pulse repetition reference frequency f0, with a long
filter time constant. In this instrumental mode, we measured
the in-phase (IP) signal resulting from the lock-in analyzer,
which amounts to the fundamental Fourier component b1 of

IBM PS/2

the back-scattered PTR signal, SB(t), over the pulse repetition
period T0 (Ref. 23):
T0

2r

b1(i-;T0)

S(t;r)
=—j
T0

sin(w0t) dt

(19)

where T is a physical time constant of the probed system,
such as T21, and

2ir

W021Tf0
T0

T0 of the laser pulse is varied. The IP component of the lockin output can be shown to be given by23

IT

knife edge

detectorJ

Equation (19) exhibits a maximum if the repetition period

2
S1(T;T0) = —b1(T;T0)

HgCdTe i*

(20)

off-axis 1mirror

I

----

1 off-axis

N4_ ___ fF——; mirror
sample ç s

(21)

so that the condition for the existence of an extremum becomes
(22)

The details of extracting T-related information from the
(usually nonalgebraic) Eq. (22) depend on the functional dependence of SB(t) on this parameter. In this work we used
luminescence lock-in rate-window signals from a ruby sample to measure T21 optically from Eq. (4), with the photodiode
signal being proportional to N2(t;T21). PTR rate-window signal analysis was based on Eq. (17).

4 Experiment and Discussion
Experiments were performed to obtain both the photothermal

(PTR) and luminescence lock-in rate-window response of a
cylindrical ruby sample, 6 cm in length and 1 cm in diameter.'3 The two flat surfaces were polished smooth, whereas
the curved surface was rough and light scattering. The Cr3
concentration ofthe sample was unknown. Quimby and Yen9
have remarked that the potential existence of trap levels 100
to 200 cm ' below the single-ion 2E level, which appear in
the fluorescence spectra of ruby crystals of moderate to high

Cr3 concentrations (0.4 at. %), may invalidate the threelevel diagram of Fig. 1 at low temperatures. Such traps become relaxation rate limiting with shorter lifetimes than that
of the single-ion levels. Nevertheless, at room temperature,
the traps and single-ion levels are in thermal equilibrium, and
thus can be adequately represented by one level with a single
lifetime, irregardless of the actual Cr concentration. Figure
3 shows the dual experimental setup: A cw Innova 100 Ar
laser from Coherent was used as an unfocused pump of spot
size approximately 1 mm and with output power less than or
equal to 2.5 W at 514.5 nm. The blackbody radiation from
the optically excited ruby crystal surface was collected and
collimated by two Ag-coated off-axis paraboloidal mirrors,
2050 I OPTICAL ENGINEERING I September 1 993 I Vol. 32 No. 9

Fig. 3 Experimental setup for PTR and luminescence lock-in ratewindow measurements; AOM: Acousto-optic modulator, HgCdTe
detector: EG & G Judson Model J15-D12, dc-coupled with fitted Ge
window.

and subsequently focused on the active area of a HgCdTe

detector (EG & G Judson Model J15D12)/preamplifier element with frequency bandwidth between dc and 1 MHz. The
detector was fitted with a Ge window, which filtered out the
excitation beam. The spectral response bandwidth of the detector was in the 8- to 12-m range. The PTR signal from
the preamplifier (EG & G Judson Model PA-350) was fed
into an EG & G Model 5210 lock-in analyzer. An external
reference pulsed voltage generator of duration T and repetition period T0 was used to drive the acousto-optic modulator
(AOM) and to automatically change the modulation frequency (period) applied to it. This setup therefore allowed
computer-controlled, automatic-repetition-period scans of
the time-gated laser intensity. Luminescence emitted through
the curved side surface of the optically pumped ruby rod was
filtered from excitationline photons using a sharp cutoff glass
filter (Melles-Griot Model 0G550) acting as a low-pass filter
in front of a fast (nanosecond) risetime Si photodiode. The
photovoltage generated by the spectrally integrated luminescence of our crystal, the spectrum of which is shown in
Fig. 4, was fed into an EG & G Model 5210 lock-in analyzer
and the amplitudes and phases ofboth PTR and luminescence
signals were stored in the computer. The linearity of luminescence signals with excitation intensity was ascertained in
preliminary experimental runs using conventional harmonic
lock-in detection. The validity of the three-level theoretical
descriptionleading to Eq. (4) was furthertestedby monitoring
the actual time evolution of the time-gated luminescence signals and verifying agreement with that equation, as indicated
by purely exponential buildup (t<T) and exponential decay
(t>T) of the signal on a transient Tektronix oscilloscope.
Further general agreement ofthe time-gated PTR signals with
Eq. (17) was observed with a superposed baseline drift, as
discussed earlier.
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Fig. 4 Ruby crystal luminescence spectrum. Note the strong domination of the 2E metastable state luminescence at 694.5 nm.
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Figure 5 shows the IP luminescence rate-window signals
for three pulse durations
1, 4, and 10 ms. The lock-in

signal extremum was analyzed using Eq. (4) in the integrand
of Eq. (19). The result of the integration is (T T0):
b1(T21 ;T0) = CT21

[

i

—

cos(000T) +

(23)

b1(T21,Q;T0) = (1 + Q)b1 1(T21 ;t0) — Qb12(T21 ;T0) ,

1(000T21)

(T0)max2.5681T2i + 1.9973T

(27)

where

IT21

sin(w0'r,)

—

1F —
=—
[1 cos(w0T)] +
ITL

x
(24)

In this case, the condition for the extremum, Eq. (22) with
1 = T21, yields the simple linear relationship
(25)

The range of T21 values obtained from all three curves in Fig.

5 was

The lock-in IP signal maximum was analyzed using Eq. (17)
in the integrand of Eq. (19), again with T =T21. The result of
the integration, written in a form that highlights the dependence on the quantity of interest Q (provided T T0) is

t]

,

(28a)

and

where
0 — tan

two separate experimental runs and their low scatter is a
measure of the excellent reproducibility of this technique.

b12(T21;T0)

sinO) ]

(26)

in excellent agreement with our earlier calculations'3 using
frequency-domain PTR. Note that the variance in the value
of T21, obtained by both (harmonic modulation and ratewindow) luminescence methods was found to be comparable,
as expected by the high dynamic range of optical signals. In
this case, there is no apparent advantage of the rate-window
method.
The results ofthe rate-window PTR measurements on ruby
are shown in Fig. 6. The data points on this figure belong to

b1 1(T21 ;T0) =

(T2

x (sin(WOTP + 0) — {1 + exp[ — (T0 —

— exp( — T0/T21)}

scans (***;JDD) are superposed on a polynomial fit ( — ) to Eq. (27).
The maximum occurs at T0=5.5 ms.

*******

1:*

****

tal. Pulse duration T= 4 ms. Data points from two independent

L

\21'/2
W0T21) J

sin(w0T + 0) — {1 + exp[ — (T0 —
\

— exp( — T0/T21)}

.

sinO) ]

(28b)

The value for T21 entered in the theoretical simulations of
Eqs. (27) and (28) was the one determined experimentally
from the luminescence measurement, Eq. (26). Figure 7
shows that for the range of 21 values obtained experimenOPTICAL ENGINEERING I September 1993 I Vol. 32 No. 9 I 2051
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quency range has very low thermal energy content. Our preliminary rate-window and frequency-domain PTR measure-

ments on Ti3 : A12O3 crystals24 (T21 — 3.8 ps), have
generated stable IP signals (rate-window), but unfortunately,
the phase signal extremum (frequency-domain) occurs at approximately 100 kHz with standard deviation approximately
1 deg, which exceeds the shift expected due to the delayed
heat release (less than 0.5 deg). These results will be reported
in a future publication.

1
b

5 Conclusions
Self-consistent PTR and luminescence scanned rate-window
measurements of a ruby laser rod were performed. The data

0
Fig. 7 Simple dependence of the lock-in rate-window maximum on

the optical-to-thermal energy conversion efficiency Q of ruby:
(***)T =3.94 ms, (.)T21 =3.78 ms, (DDEJ)T21 =3.64 ms, and pulse
duration T=6 ms. The straight line is there to aid the eye.

tally, the condition for the rate-window extremum, Eq. (22)
with b1(T21,Q;T0) from Eq. (27), yields a simple, nearly linear
dependence on Q. In the range of experimentally expected
Q values (less than 50%) with T = 6 ms, the relationship

shown in Fig. 7 can be expressed numerically as

(To)max/TpO.36l Q+1.397

(29)

were analyzed in terms of photothermal and optical timeresolved models, respectively, of a conventional three-level
solid-state laser medium. Expressions were found for the
extremum in the in-phase (IP) response curve of the PTR
signal as well as for the extremum in the luminescence ratewindow signal. In practice, the optimal combination of measurements in terms of SNR for solid state laser material parameters involves the luminescence extremum (T21) and the
PTR maximum (Q—rnNR--->TR 1 — 'VlNR) The superior SNR
and dynamic range of rate-window PTR is, in principle, capable of extending these measurements to solid state lasers
with submillisecond lifetimes and work is in progress on the
Ti3 : A12O3 system.

The present work has demonstrated that the high-

The linearity of the (T)max/Tp versus Q relation improves
with increased T. For this reason, Eq. (29) was shown to
predict Q values consistent with those obtained with other
values T>2 ms, and therefore was used for subsequent calculations. The large slope of, together with the small variance
in, the data of Fig. 7 demonstrate the high sensitivity of lockin rate-window PTR to the value of Q. The IP signal curve
(polynomial fit) equivalent to Fig. 6 for T = 6 ms exhibited
its maximum at (Tø)max 8.65 ms, i.e., for (T)max/Tp 1.44.

frequency/small-signal limitations of frequency-domain
PTR, real impediments to any noncontact, reliable photo-

From Fig. 7, one thus obtains Q= 0. 121. Using13

Acknowledgments

E21 1.79 eV and E32 = 0.62 eV in the Q-defining Eq. (lOb),
one obtains the value of nonradiative quantum efficiency:

(30)
This new value is in excellent agreement with 1lNR =0.04,
the value calculated using the harmonically modulated PTR
phase in Ref. 13. It is, however, at the low limit of the range
of values calculated indirectly by Quimby and Yen.9 Those
authors found lR 0.90 0.05, which implies
]NR 0. 10 0.05. Note the greater standard deviation value
reported by Quimby and Yen, most likely the result of using
conventional frequency-domain phase data with lower thermal contents in the frequency range 10 to 1000 Hz than the
early portions of the time-gated pulses used in rate-window
PTR. Shand'° reported a standard deviation in PAS phase
data similar to Quimby and Yen' s for alexandrite. The standard deviation reported in Eq. (30) was obtained by using
rate-window data from consecutive experimental runs. The
SNR of the rate window IP signal, Fig. 6, is superior to that
of the PTR phase,13 as expected from theory,'7 which makes
the present value of lNR more reliable. This advantage in
SNR of rate-window PTR becomes more pronounced with
shorter 'r21, for which the required probe modulation fre2052 I OPTICAL ENGINEERING I September 1 993 I Vol. 32 No. 9

thermal measurement of 'lNR in solid state lasers,9"° can be
efficiently overcome using IP rate-window detection. The
latter combines the superior dynamic reserve of the lock-in
analyzer with long filter time constant, with the considerable
thermal energy content/signal strength of the early time transient photothermal response to an exciting laser pulse.
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